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1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to prove that each Hausdorff space which is a continuous 
image of an ordered compacturn is regular supercompact. 
The notion of a supercompact space was introduced in 1967 by de Groot [4]. 
Supercompact spaces are compact but the converse fails, e.g. the Stone-tech 
compactification of the space of integers is not supercompact. Moreover, it is a 
nontrivial fact that compact metrizable spaces are supercompact [3, 11, 23, 271. In 
1977, van Mill introduced the notion of a regular supercompact space, [28]. Regular 
supercompactness seems to be more restrictive than supercompactness; however, 
no example of a supercompact space which is not regular supercompact is available 
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thus far. Van Douwen proved that compact metrizable spaces are regular super- 
compact, [27]. 
There exist many examples which show that neither a closed subspace of a 
supercompact space nor a continuous image of a supercompact space must be 
supercompact (see for example [28]). However, it is a trivial observation that a 
product of (regular) supercompact spaces is (regular) supercompact. Recently, Bell 
disproved a long-standing conjecture by constructing a dyadic space which is not 
supercompact ([l], recall that, however, each compact topological group is super- 
compact by a result of [12]). Therefore, there are no general results relating super- 
compactness of a space to the possible supercompactness of its continuous images. 
This is the reason, our proof involves special techniques from the theory of con- 
tinuous images of ordered continua. 
We employ the fact that each continuous image of an ordered compacturn can 
be embedded into a continuous image of an ordered continuum as a very nice 
subspace (see Lemma 3.1). Then we proceed by applying a structure theorem for 
continuous images of ordered continua (see Lemma 3.4) similar to the one which 
was obtained in [ 141. This involves T-set approximations and certain methods from 
continuum theory (e.g. cyclic element theory). Our constructions and arguments are 
rather hard because they relate topological properties to combinatorial ones. The 
method of T-set approximations was applied in many papers to get results on 
continuous images of ordered continua (see [20] for more details). However, up to 
the moment, it was applied in [21] only to provide results on continuous images of 
ordered compacta, in general. 
As a corollary to the main Theorem 5.4, we get an answer to a 1977 question of 
van Mill by proving that rim-finite continua are regular supercompact. 
We recall that certain results concerning supercompactness of continuous images 
of ordered compacta were available earlier. By a 1974 theorem of A.E. Brouwer, 
J.L. Cornette and B.J. Pearson (which was improved in [18, 22, 26, 29]), each 
dendron is a continuous image of an ordered continuum, and so each compact 
subset of a dendron is a continuous image of an ordered compacturn. In [28] it was 
proved that each dendron is supercompact and each dendron of weight s2No is 
regular supercompact. In [7; 16, Corollary 5.191 it was shown that each dendron is 
regular supercompact. Moreover, [16, Corollary 6.91 contains a proof that each 
compact subset of a dendron is regular supercompact (the latter result will be used 
in the present paper). Since, by [ 17, Theorem 2.11, a zero-dimensional space which 
is a continuous image of an ordered compacturn can be embedded into a dendron, 
it follows that it is regular supercompact ([20, Corollary 21, for a very simple proof 
of this fact see Remark 5.2 below). 
More information on (regular) supercompact spaces and their properties can be 
found in [27,28]. The reader is referred to survey articles [9,20,25] for more 
information on continuous images of ordered compacta and ordered continua. 
The second named author would like to acknowledge a helpful discussion with 
Professor M. Bell during his visit to the University of Winnipeg in February 1990. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Below, we consider Hausdorff spaces only and if not otherwise stated, subbasis 
means subbasis for open sets. We remark that in most papers on supercompactness, 
the authors prefer to employ subbases for closed sets. However, we find it more 
convenient to work with open sets in the present paper. 
A compactum is an abbreviation for a compact space. A continuum is a connected 
compactum. We shall say that a space X is an ordered compacturn if it admits a 
linear ordering G such that all the sets {XE X: x<y} and {XC X: y <x}, y E X, 
constitute a subbasis for X. An arc is an ordered continuum. 
Let S be a family of open subsets of a space X. If Y c X, then by SI y we denote 
the family of all sets U n Y, where U E S. We shall say that S is binary if, for any 
S’c S such that I,, S’ = X, there exist U, V E S’ such that U u V = X. Recall that a 
subset U of X is said to be an open domain (in X) if U = int(cl( U)). Obviously, 
the intersection of finitely many open domains is again an open domain. We shall 
say that S is regular if the union of each finite subcollection of S is an open domain. 
Equivalently, S is regular if and only if the ring of sets generated by S consists of 
open domains. We shall say that S is separating if for each ordered pair (x, y) of 
distinct points of X there exists U E S such that x E U and y G cl( U). 
2.1. Lemma. If Z is a compact space and S is a separating family of open subsets of 
Z, then S is a subbasis,for Z. 
Proof. Let z E Z and U be an open neighbourhood of z. Since S is separating, 
for each point x E Z - U there is V, E S such that z E V’, and xG cl( V,). 
Hence, the family {Z-cl( V’,): x E Z - U} is an open covering of Z- U. Since 
Z is compact, there are finitely many points x,, . . , x,, E Z - U such that Z - U c 
(Z-cl(V,,))u.. . u (Z -cl( V,,J). It follows that z E V,, n. . . n V,,, c U. 0 
We remark that each metric space with a nonisolated point admits a subbasis 
which is not separating. 
A space X is said to be supercompact, [4], if it has a subbasis which is a binary 
family. By the well-known Alexander’s lemma (see e.g. [5, Problem 3.12.2, p. 2801) 
each supercompact space is compact. The converse is not true: there exist rather 
nice compact spaces which are not supercompact, see e.g. [ 1,281. 
A space X is regular supercompact, [28], if it has a subbasis which is both a regular 
and binary family. It is well known that each compact metrizable space is supercom- 
pact, [3, 11, 23, 271. Moreover, in [27] it was proved that compact metrizable spaces 
are regular supercompact. 
2.2. Lemma [27, Theorem, p. 2021. Every compact metrizable space has a basis B 
such that 
(1) foreveryJinite.FcB, if cl(U)ncl(U’)#@for U,U’ELF, thenn9#0; 
(2) if R is the ring generated by B, then R consists of open domains and has the 
property that, forall U,,..., U,,ER, cl(U,n...n U,,)=cl(U,)n...ncl(U,,). 
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2.3. Lemma. Every compact metrizable space has a binary, regular and separating 
subbasis. 
Proof. Let X be a compact metrizable space. Let B be a basis for X given by 
Lemma 2.2 and let S = {X - cl( U): U E B}. Then S is a binary regular subbasis of 
X (see e.g. the proof of [27, Corollary 1, p. 2021). It is also easy to see that S is 
separating. 0 
To the end of this section let X be a locally connected continuum. We start by 
recalling some definitions and facts from the classical cyclic element theory (see 
[8,30] for the metric case, and [2,14,20,31] for a generalization to the nonmetric 
case). 
A point x E X is said to be a separating point of X if X -{x} is not connected. 
A subset Y of X is said to be a cyclic element of X if Y is connected and maximal 
with respect to the property that Y - {x} is connected for each x E X. We shall say 
that a cyclic element is nondegenerate if it contains at least two points. It is well 
known that each cyclic element of X is a locally connected subcontinuum of X. 
Let a, b E X and set Ex (a, b) = {x E X: a and b are in distinct components of 
X-{x}}u{a,b}.Ifx,y~E~(a,b)andx#y,weletx<yifeitherx=aoraand 
y are in distinct components of X -{x>. Recall that E, (a, b) is compact, < is a 
linear ordering on Ex (a, b), and the natural order topology induced by < on 
E,(a, b) coincides with the original one (see e.g. [6]). Recall also that X is said to 
be a cyclic chain from a to b if each nondegenerate cyclic element of X contains 
exactly two points from Ex(a, b) and each degenerate cyclic element of X is 
contained in E,(a, b). 
Let B be a closed subset of X. By K(X - B) we denote the family of all components 
of X - B. We shall say that B is a T-set in X if bd(J) consists of exactly two points 
for each JE K(X - B). Note that B Z@ and possibly B = X. If B is a T-set in X 
and J E K(X - B), then we will employ the following notation: bd(J) = {OJ, lJ}. 
Note that then cl(J) is a locally connected subcontinuum of X and if, moreover, 
X has no separating point, then cl(J) is a cyclic chain from OJ to 1’. In the latter 
case we let EJ = E,,(,,(O’, lJ) = {OJ, lJ} u {x E J: J - {x} is not connected} and E”, = 
E, - {0’, 1”). 
A closed subset A of X is said to be a strong T-set in X if it is a T-set in X and 
each J E K(X -A) is homeomorphic to IO, l[ (clearly, then cl(J) is homeomorphic 
to [O, 11). 
A family .9 of closed subsets of a compact space Y is said to be a null-family if 
for each open covering % of Y the collection {FE 9: F is contained in no V E 021) 
is finite. It is easy to see that 9 is a null-family if and only if, for each directed set 
2 and every net (Er),rtl of members of 9 which is not eventually constant, the 
existence of a convergent net (e,),,, of points such that e, E F,, for all v E 2, 
implies that for any choice of x,, E F,,, UE 1, the net (x,,),,~: is convergent and 
lim x, = lim e,. 
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2.4. Lemma (see [14, Lemma 3.11). ZfA is a T-set in a locally connected continuum 
X, then {cl(J): J E K(X -A)} is a null-family. 
3. Some facts on continuous images of arcs and ordered compacta 
The following lemma has a very short elementary proof: 
3.1. Lemma (see [lo, Lemma 8; 13, Theorem 21). ZfZ is a continuous image of a 
compact ordered space, then there exists a space X such that X is a continuous image 
of an arc, Z c X and Z is u strong T-set in X. 
Recall that, since arcs are locally connected continua, each space which is a 
continuous image of an arc is a locally connected continuum again. However, it is 
not true that each space which is a continuous image of an ordered compactum can 
be embedded into a space which has no separating point and which is a continuous 
image of an arc. Therefore we have to split our proof of Theorem 5.4 into two steps. 
In Section 4 we consider cyclic elements of continuous images of arcs, and in Section 
5 we apply Lemma 4.5 to construct a binary and regular subbasis for an arbitrary 
space which is a continuous image of an ordered compactum. By Cornette’s theorem 
([2], observe that Cornette’s theorem is an immediate corollary to [14, Theorem 
l.l]), a locally connected continuum is a continuous image of an arc if and only if 
each of its cyclic elements is a continuous image of an arc. Now, we give some 
structure properties of cyclic elements of continuous images of arcs. 
Let Y be a locally connected continuum which has no separating point (i.e., Y 
is the only cyclic element of itself). Let (A,,):==, be a sequence of T-subsets A,, of 
Y. We shall say that (A,):=:=, T-approximates Y if the following conditions (a)-(d) 
are satisfied: 
(a) A, is metrizable; 
(b) A,cA2~...; 
(c) if J E K( Y-A,) for some n, then EJ c A,,+, ; 
(d) if / E K( Y-A,,) for some n and M is a nondegenerate cyclic element of 
cl(J), then M n A,,, is a metrizable set which consists of at least three points. 
In [14, Theorem 1.11 it was proved that, in particular, Y is a continuous image 
of an arc if and only if it admits a sequence (A,):=, of T-subsets which T- 
approximates Y. Moreover, in [15, Theorem 41 it was shown that (A,):==, can be 
chosen in such a way that the following additional property (e) holds: 
(e) if J E K( Y-A,,) for some n, then E, is not metrizable. 
We shall say that (A,):=‘=, deeply T-approximates Y if it has all the properties 
(a)-(e). In Section 4 we will need a sequence (A,):=, which has even more properties. 
3.2. Lemma. Zf Y is a locally connected continuum which has no separating point and 
which is a continuous image of an arc, and E is a closed metrizuble subset of Y, then 
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there exists a T-set A in Y such that E c A and, for each J E K( Y-A), the set of all 
separating points of cl(J) is nonmetrizable. 
Proof. The argument can be found in the proof of the implication (ii)+ (iii) of 
[15, Theorem 41 (just replace B, by E and A, by A in that proof). 0 
3.3. Lemma. Let Y be a nondegenerate locally connected continuum which has no 
separating point and which is a continuous image of an arc, and let Z be a strong T-set 
in Y. If x E Y, then the collection N, = {N E K( Y - Z): x E bd( N)} is countable, and 
therefore IJ NE N, cl(N) is a compact metrizable subset of Y (possibly void). 
Proof. Let XE Y. Let (A,):==, be a sequence of T-subsets of Y which deeply 
T-approximates Y. In the proof of [15, Theorem 41, it was remarked that one can 
assume that an arbitrarily chosen point of Y belongs to A,. Hence, we may assume 
that x E A,. 
First, we show that the families L, = {J E K( Y-A,,): x E bd(J)} are countable for 
n=l,2,.... Since A, is metrizable, K( Y-A,) is countable (see [14, Lemma 4.11). 
Therefore L, is countable. Suppose that, for some positive integer n, it was already 
proved that L, is countable. 
Let IEL, and L,={JEL,+,: J c I}. If L, is nonempty, then there is a (unique) 
cyclic element M of cl(Z) such that x E M. Observe that L, c K(M - M n A,,+,). 
Since M n A,,+, is a metrizable T-subset of M, we may apply [ 14, Lemma 4.11 again 
and see that K(M - M n A,,+,) and L, are countable. 
Note that L,,, = IJIIL,, L,. Hence, L,,+, is countable. 
Now, let NE N,. By [ 14, Lemma 3.41, the set Uz=, A, is dense in Y. Hence, 
there is a positive integer k, such that N n Ak,&, # 8. We may assume that N n A, = fl 
if m <k,. 
Let k be a positive integer and Nt = {NE N,: k, = k}. We show that N.: is 
countable. Obviously, {N n A, : N E NL} is a family of pairwise disjoint nonempty 
open subsets of A,. Since A, is compact and metrizable, Nf, is countable. Suppose 
that k > 1. Then each N E Nt is contained in some L E Lk_, . We let N”;(J) = 
{NE N”;: N c J} for each J E Lk_, _ Then N: = UJrLA_, N:(J). Let J E Lk_, . If x E 
cl(E, -{x}), then N:(J) consists of at most one element. If xg cl(E, -{x}), then 
there is a (unique) cyclic element M of cl(J) such that x E M. Then lJ N:(J) c M. 
Note that {N n A,: NE N:(J)} . IS a family of pairwise disjoint nonempty open 
subsets of M n Ak. Since M n Ak is metrizable, N:(J) is countable. Therefore Nt, 
k=l,2,..., and N, = Uy=, Nt are countable. 
Finally, since iV, is countable and, for each N E N,, cl(N) is a compact metrizable 
set, it follows that the net-weight of P = lJNrN, cl(N) is countable. By Lemma 2.4, 
P is a closed subset of Y. Hence, P is compact. Therefore, by [5, Theorem 3.1.191, 
P is metrizable. 0 
3.4. Lemma. Let Y be a nondegenerate locally connected continuum which has no 
separating point and which is a continuous image of an arc, and let Z be a strong T-set 
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in Y. Then there exists a sequence (A,):=, of T-sets in Y such that (A,):=, deeply 
T-approximates Y and has the following additional properties (f) and (g): 
(f) if n is a positive integer and NE K( Y -2) is such that bd( N) n EJ # 0 for 
someJEK(Y-A,), then NcA,,,; 
(g) if n is a positive integer and NE K( Y-Z) is such that either bd( N) c A,, or 
NnA,#0, then NcA,,. 
Proof. We give a construction which is very similar to the one in the proof of the 
implication (vi) + (vii) of [14, Theorem 1.11 (see [14, p. 1171). 
For each x E Y, let P, = IJ {cl(N): N E K( Y-Z) and x E bd( N)}. By Lemma 3.3, 
P, is compact and metrizable. 
Let p, q and r be distinct points of Y. By Lemma 3.2, there is a metrizable T-set 
B, in Y such that p, q, r E B, and E, is nonmetrizable for each I E K( Y - B,). We 
let A, = B, u U {cl(N): N E K( Y-Z) and N n B, # 0}. Then A, is again ametrizable 
T-set in Y such that E, is nonmetrizable for each JE K( Y -A,). Moreover, if 
NEK(Y-Z) is such that NnA,#0, then NcA,. 
Suppose that, for some positive integer n, we have already constructed a T-subset 
A,, of y. 
Let K E K( Y-A,) and L, = {M: M is a nondegenerate cyclic element of cl( K)}. 
Then cl(K)=E,uUL,. Let jt4~L,.Then MnE, ={a,, b,} with a,+,fb,. Let 
c,,,, E M -{aM, b,}. By Lemma 3.2, there is a metrizable T-set B,+, in Y such that 
{a,, bhl, ~~1 u Pa, v ph, c B,,,, and E, is nonmetrizable for each I E K( Y - B,,,,). 
Observe that if NEK(Y-Z) and NnM#0, then NcM-{aM,b,}. Let AM= 
(MnB,)uU{cl(N): NEK(Y-Z)and NnMnB,+,#P)}.ThenA, isametriz- 
able T-set in M such that a,,,,, bM, C~ E AM and E, is nonmetrizable for each 
J E K( M -A,,,,). Moreover, if NE K( Y-Z) is such that N n A, # 0, then N c AM. 
Now, let AK = EK uU,,,,~, A,. Then K(c~(K)-A,)=U,.~~ K(M-AM). In 
particular, AK is a T-set in cl(K). Moreover, if NE K( Y-Z) is such that cl(N) n 
E,#p)and NnK#O,then NcA,. 
Finally, let A,,+, = A,, ulJ{A,: KEK(Y-A,)}. 
A straightforward argument shows that (A,):=:=, has the properties (a)-(g). 0 
4. Lemmas on cyclic elements 
In this section we let Y be a nondegenerate space which has no separating point 
and which is a continuous image of an arc and let Z be a strong T-set in Y. If one 
is interested only in the proof of Corollary 5.5 below, one can simply take Z to be 
Y. Clearly, Y is a locally connected continuum which is the only cyclic element of 
itself. We let A,, A,, . . . be T-sets in Y which satisfy the conditions (a)-(g) of 
Section 3. Let B, = Z n A,, for n = 1,2,. . . . We will write K,, for K( Y -A,,). If 
J E K,, for some positive integer n, then we let O’, l’, EJ and E,” be as in Section 2, 
and we let CJ = cl(J) n B,,, . 
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We start by constructing a certain subbasis TJ for each C,, J E K,,, n = 1,2,. . . . 
Then we use these TJ to construct subbases T,, for B,, n = 1,2,. . . . Finally the T, 
will be used to construct a subbasis S for Z. 
Let J E K, for some positive n. Recall that cl(J) is a locally connected continuum 
which is a cyclic chain from OJ to lJ, and EJ is a nonmetrizable subset of cl(J) n An+, . 
By < we will denote the natural linear ordering of EJ from 0’ to lJ, i.e., x <y if 
and only if x =0’ or OJ and y are in distinct components of cl(J)-(x). Observe 
that, since the components of Y-Z are metrizable and EJ is a nonmetrizable 
ordered compactum, the set E,” n Z is nonmetrizable as well. 
If XE E,“, let a;(x) and p;(x) denote the components of cl(J) -{x}, with OJ E 
a;(x) and lJ E p;(x). If Z n (o;(x) u {x}) (respectively Z n (p;(x) u {x})) is an 
open subset of cl(J) n Z, then let (Ye = Z n (a;(x) u {x}) (respectively p](x) = 
Z n (/3;(x) u {x})), and let ayJ(x) = Z n a;(x) (respectively /3,(x) = Z n p;(x)) 
otherwise. Let also cyJ(OJ) = 0 = pJ(l’). 
Let R = {$, i, $, 5, $, $}. For each i E R we let (i)” be a point of E,” n Z such that 
(i)’ < (i ‘)’ provided i < i ‘. 
In order to be able to show that a certain family S of sets to be defined below is 
regular, we need more conditions imposed on the points i J, i E R. Namely, we let 
I1 denote the interior of EJ in J. If I, # 0, let PJ and QJ be dense subsets of JJ such 
that PJ n QJ =(d and iJ C? PJ u QJ for each i E R. Otherwise, we let PI = QJ = 0. 
Moreover, we may assume that no i’, ’ I E R, is an isolated point of E,” n Z, because 
E,” n Z is a nonmetrizable compact ordered space. Consequently, each point i ‘, 
i E R, belongs to at most one nondegenerate cyclic element of cl(J). 
We let y:!=(Z-J)uc~,(($)‘)up,(($)~) and y:=(Z-J)ua,((~)‘)up,(($)‘). 
Obviously, rJ” and y: are open subsets of Z. 
Let LJ = {M: M is a nondegenerate cyclic element of cl(J)}. Let M E LJ. Then 
M n E, = {a,, b,} for some points a,,, and b,,, such that 0’ s a,+, < b,,,, s lJ. Recall 
that C, c A,+, , aM, bM E M n A,,+, and M n A,,, is metrizable. Observe that uM, 
b,,, E Z. By Lemma 2.3, there is a binary, regular and separating subbasis R’, of 
Mn C,. 
4.1. Lemma. RM is a binary, regular and separating subbasis for M n C_, such that 
Wn{a,, b,}f0 for each WE RM. 
Proof. It is obvious that R, is again a binary regular family of open subsets of 
M n C,. Since aM # b, and Rj, is separating, it is easy to see that RM is separating 
as well. Hence, it is a subbasis. 0 
Let Ty consist of all sets U such that either U = C, n aJ (x) for some x E Q_, u {(z)‘} 
such that ($)’ G x or LJ = (CJ n (~,(a~)) u V for some M E LJ and VE R, such that 
a,,, E V, b,,, @ V and (f)” G a,,,. 
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Similarly, let T: consist of all sets U such that either U = C, n pJ (x) for some 
x~P~u{(+)~} such that x<(f)” or U=(CJnPJ(bM))uV for some MEL_, and 
V E RM such that bM E V, aM E V and b, G (3)‘. 
Let T: consist of all sets U which satisfy one of the following conditions (l)-(6): 
(I) U=CJ,or U=CJnYy, or U=CJny:; 
(2) U = CJ A ((Y J (x) u pJ (y)) for some x E OJ and y E RJ such that either (f)’ < x 
or .v<($)‘; 
(3) U=CJn(cuJ(x)UPJ(b,)u W) for some XEQ’, NEL, and WERE such 
that bN E W, uN g W and either (4)” <x or b, c(f)‘; 
(4) U=CJn(aJ(aM)u VupJb))f or some y E PJ, M E LJ and V E RM such that 
a,,,, E V, b, .@ V and either (f)’ s uM or y<(g)“; 
(5) U=CJn(aJ(a,)uVuPJ(bN)u W) forsome M,NELJ, VER, and WE 
RN such that M Z N, a,,,, E V, b, +? V, aN & W, bN E W, and either (f)” s aM or 
b N s (3”; 
(6) u=CJn((U.,(UM)U~J(b~)UV)forSomeMELJandVER~suchthata,, 
bM E V. 
Finally, let TJ = Tj u TJ u TS. 
4.2. Lemma. TJ is a binary and separating subbasis for C.,. 
Proof. Obviously, TJ consists of open subsets of CJ. We show that it is a separating 
family. Let x, y E C, be distinct points. There are three cases to consider in order 
to find U E TJ such that x E U and y & cl( U). We leave the details to the reader 
indicating only that if y = 0’ then U must be an element of T:, if y = 1’ then U 
must be an element of TY, and if y & {O’, l“} then U can be chosen as a member 
of Tj. By Lemma 2.1, TJ is a subbasis for C,. 
Now, we shall show that TJ is binary. Let (3 c TJ be a covering of C,. Since C, 
is compact, we may assume that % is finite. Moreover, we may assume that C, g Ou. 
If UE%nTy, then UnE,=Zn[O.‘,x), for some xeZnE,, and we let v,= 
{Zn[O’,x)}. Similarly, if UE %nT:, then Un E,=Zn(y,l’], for some y~Zn 
EJ, and we let vu = {Z n (y, 1 ‘I}. Finally, if U E 3 n Tf, then either U n EJ = Z n EJ 
and we let vu = 0, or U n EJ = Z n ([O’, x) u (y, I’]), for some x, y E Z n EJ such 
that x sy, and we let 7fu = {Z n [O’, x), Z n (y, l’]}. 
Let v=UuE,q ~~,“I/^o={V~%‘“:OJ~V}and~‘={V~~:1J~V}.Moreover,let 
F’=U 5@’ and F’=U ‘V’. If “Ir”#0, then F”=Zn[O’,z,) for some z,EZnE,, 
and if Zr ’ # 0, then F’ = Z n (z, , 1’1 for some z, E Z n EJ. 
Let “ur=(U~oU: UnE,=ZnE,}. If WEw,thenthereare M,EL, and GEE 
R ,+,,~uchthatG,fM,nZ,a~,,b,,+,~G~and W=ffJ(aM,)uGWu/?J(bM,). 
We have three cases to consider. 
Case 1: “ur # 0 and there are W,, W, E W such that Mw, # M,. It easily follows 
that C, = W,u W,. 
Case 2: 29^# 0 and M, = M, for all W,, WZ~CUT. Let WETS. Let N= 
{UnM,: UE%}.ThenNcR,,,, U (0, C., n M,} and N is a covering of C., n Mw. 
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IfC,nM,EN,thenC,=WuUforUE011suchthatC,nM,=UnM,.Thus 
we may assume that N c RMw v {(?I}. Since RM, is binary, there are U,, U, E 011 such 
that C, n Mw c U, u UI . If a&,_,, b,+ E U, for some i E (0, l}, then U, E ‘IV, and so 
C, = U, u U, . Hence, it suffices to consider the subcase when aM,,, E U,, bMMw $ U,, 
a,?&, & U, and b,+,, E U,.Thenitfollowsthat U,,=LY,(~~,)U(U,,~M,)ET~, U,= 
/?_,(bM,,,)u(U,nMw)ETj and C,= U,u U,. 
Case 3: “Itr=(d. It follows that V”#O# V’. Let %‘={UE%: Zn[O’,z,)E 2/-,} 
and %i={UE%:Zn(z,,lJ]E‘V”}. Since 021 is finite, %‘#P)#%‘. Since Zn 
E, c IJ % it follows that Z n E, = Z n ([OJ, zo) u (z, , 1’1). Therefore, z, < z. because 
zo, z, E Z n E,. If there is x E E, such that z, < x < zo, then C, = Uou U, for any 
choice of U, E 3’ and U, E Q’. Hence, we may assume that {x E EJ : z, < x < zo} = 0. 
Then there is ME L, such that aM = z, and b M=zo.LetN={UnM: UEQ}.Then 
N c RM u (0). Since RM is binary, there are U’, U”E 42 such that C, n M c U’u U”. 
It follows that C, = U’u U”. The proof is complete. 0 
For each positive integer n and each subset U of B, we let 
p,,(U)= UUI.J{CY~(($)‘):JEK,, and 0’~ Uj 
u lJ {@X(f)“): J E K,, and lJ E U}. 
4.3. Lemma. If U is a (relatively) open subset of B,, then p,( U) is an open subset 
ofz. 
Proof. The argument is analogous to the proof of [14, Lemma 3.71. We include it 
for completeness. The idea is to show that the set Z-p,,(U) is closed in Z. Let 
F = p,,( U) u ( Y - Z). Obviously, Z - p,,( U) = Y - F and A, n F is an open subset 
of A,,. Observe that, for each J E K,,, cl(J) n (Z - p,,( U)) is closed. Now, Lemma 
2.4 gives an immediate proof that, for each convergent in Y net (em),,= of points 
of Z - /A,( U) which is not eventually contained in some J E K,,, there exist points 
x, E A,, - F such that lim x, = lim e,. Since A,, - F is closed, it follows that lim e, E 
A,, - F c Z - pn( U). This completes the proof. 0 
Now, we employ an inductive construction to get certain families T,, of subsets 
of B, for each positive integer n. Recall that A, and B, are metrizable. By Lemma 
2.3, B, has a binary, regular and separating subbasis T,. Clearly, we may assume 
that B, E T, and 0g T, . 
Suppose that T,, is already constructed for some positive integer n. Let T',,, 
consist of all sets U such that 
u= wu u v,, 
JtK, 
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where WE T, and each V,, J E K,, is a member of TJ such that the following 
conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied: 
(i) if bd(J)n W=0, then V, =0; 
(ii) if 0’ E W and 1’ E W, then VJ E Ty ; 
(iii) if O’E W and 1’ E W, then VJ E T:; 
(iv) if bd(J) c W and W # B,, then VJ = C, ; 
(v) if W = B,, then there is Jot K,, such that VJ”E T: and VJ = CJ for each J E K,, 
such that J # Jo (note that then U = (B,,, -Jo) u VJ”). 
Let T,N+, consist of all sets U such that either U = p,,,(V) n B,,, for some m < n 
and VE T,,,, or U = y; n B,,, for some i E (0, l}, m < n and J E K,,,. (We remark 
that if VET,,, JE K,, and iE{O, l}, then p,,(v)nB,+,~ TA,, and yin Bn+l~ TA,,. 
However, it need not be true that, in general, T,“,, = TA,, .) 
Finally, let T,,,, = TA+, u TZ,, . 
4.4. Lemma. Each T,, is a binary and separating subbasis for B, such that B, E T,,, 
BE T,, and T,, = T,+,l,,. 
Proof. By the above construction, T, satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.4. 
Suppose that some T,, is as required. We show that T,,,, has the desired properties. 
By Lemma 2.4, TL,, consists of open subsets of B,,, (this can be easily shown 
by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3). By Lemma 4.3, T,“,, consists 
of open subsets of B,,, . It is easy to see that B,+, E T,,, ,0a T,,,, and T,, = T,,+,I,. 
By Lemma 2.1, in order to prove that T,,,, is a subbasis of B,+,, it suffices to 
show that T,,,, is separating. Let x, y E B,,+, with x # y. There are five cases to 
consider. 
Case 1: x, y E B,. Then there is WE T, such that x E W and ye cl( W). Let 
U = pu,( W) n B,,, . Clearly, x E U E T,,,, . By Lemma 2.4, y E cl(U). 
Case 2: x E B, and y& B,. Let JE K,, be such that y E J. Observe that there is 
VE Tj such that y&cl(V). Let U = (B,,, -J)u V. Then UE T,,+l, XE U and 
yEcl(U). 
Case 3: x & B, and y E B,. Let J E K,, be such that x E J. There is z E bd(J) such 
that z # y. Let z’ denote the other point of bd(J). There is VE Tju T: such that 
x E V and z’rZ cl( V). There is also WE T,, such that z E W and yr? cl( W). Let 
U=(~,(W)nB,+,)u V 
Case4: ~,y~B~,andx~Jandy~J’forsomeJ,J’~K,suchthatJ#J’.Then 
thereis V~Tj)suchthaty@cl(V).Let U=(B,+,-J’)uV. 
Case 5: x, y g B, and x, y E J for some J E K,. There is V E Tj such that x E V and 
yEcl(V). Let U=(B,+,-J)u V. 
It remains to show that T,,,, is binary. First, let J E K,, and recall that TJ is binary 
and U n CJ E TJ u(0) for each U E TA,,. It is easy to see that if U E Ti,,, then 
~n~J~~~J,~J-{~J},~J-{~J},~>~ 
Let %c T,,,, be a covering of B,,, . Then %11, c T,, and %IB,, is a covering of 
B,. Hence, there are U, , U, E % such that B, c U, u U,. We have two cases to 
consider. 
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First, assume that U, n I?,, # B, and U, n B, # B,. Let i E { 1,2} and J E K,,. It 
follows that (Y,(($)‘)c U, provided OJ E U,, and p,(($)“)c U, provided 1’~ Ui. 
Recall that C, = cl(J) n B,,, = (Y_,(($)~)u/~_,(({)~). It follows that B,,+,= U,u U,. 
Now, suppose that there are no U, U’E 011 such that B, c U v U’, U n B, # B, 
and U’n B, # B,. Since the family T, = T,,,,].,, is binary, the collection Zr = 
{ VE 021: B, c V} is nonempty. Observe that 2rc Tk,, . For each V E v there is Jv E K,, 
such that B,,, - Jv c V. If Jv # JvI,. for some V, V’E Y, then B,,+, = Vu V’. Hence, 
we may assume that there is Jo E K, such that J,, = Jv for all V E Y 
Since T/, is binary, there are U’, U”E Ou such that C,,c U’u U”. If at least one 
of U’ and U” belongs to “Ir, then B,,, = U’u U”. Hence, we may assume that 
U’, U”G Y”. Let VE 7’“. By the definition of Tj,,, either Q ((+)A)) u{(i)A)}c V or 
/3_,,,(($)“0) u {($)“o} c V Let us consider the case when the fir; inclusion holds (the 
other case is analogous). Since C,,, c U' v U “, we may assume that 1’0 E U’. Since 
U’n B, f B,,, either C,,-{O“o}c U’ or CJon U’E T:,. Therefore /?,,(($)J”)c U’. 
Hence, Vu U’= B,,,. The proof is complete. 0 
Now, let S,,={pn(U): u~T,}u{y;:i=l,2,J~K,,} for n=l,2,.... Let S= 
u:==, S,. 
4.5. Lemma. S is a binary, regular and separating subbasis for 2. 
Proof. First, we show that S is separating. Let A = lJr=, A,. By [14, Lemma 3.41, 
A is dense in Y. Therefore Y-A c 2. 
Let x E Y-A. For each positive integer n let J: E K,, be such that x E J:. Since 
A is dense in Y it follows that {x} =nz=, cl(Jz) (see [24, Theorem 81). Observe 
also that bd(Jl) c 2 for n = 1,2, . . . ; in fact, for each n and each J E K,,, bd( J) c Z. 
Let x E Y-A, n be a positive integer and y E B, -bd(Jz). For each i E (0, l}, let 
V’(y, x, i, n)E T, be such that YE V’(y, x, i, n) and i’:& V’(y, x, i, n), and let 
V(y,x, i,n)=F,,(V’(y,x, i, n)). Then V(y,x, i,n)ES, YE V(y,x, i,n) and i’yg 
V(y, x, i, n). Observe that cl(J1) n (V(y, x, 0, n) n V(y, x, 1, n) n y:: n 7::) = 0, 
because cl(Jz) n V(y, x, 0, n) E (0, a,; ((+)$‘)I, etc. Let W(Y, 4 n) E { Uy, x, 0, n), 
V(y,x,l,n), ~Y;,Y::} be such that xEW(y,x,n). Then W(y,x,n)ES, 
x~cl(W(y,.x,n))andy~ W(y,x,n). 
Let x and y be distinct points of Z. We are going to find U E S such that x E U 
and y @ cl(U). There are four cases to consider. 
Case 1: x, y E A. Let n be such that x, y E B,. Then there is VE T,, such that x E V 
and y G cl( V). It suffices to let U = p,, ( V). By the definition of p,, ( V) and by Lemma 
2.4, y E! cl( Or). 
Case 2. x @ A and y E A. Then there is n such that y E B, and y g bd(Jc). For 
i E (0, l}, let V’ E T,, be such that iJ: E Vi and ye cl( Vi). Note that x E cx_,:(($)“‘) u 
P,:((f)<) c p,,( V”) u p,,( V’). Let U E {p,,( V”), p,,( V’)} be such that XE U. 
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We proceed by induction. (We remark here that the families T,, for J E K,, and 
n=l,2 .., need not be regular, and so the families T,, need not be regular as well.) 
Obsebve that if JE K,, for some positive integer n, then each of the following 
sets cl(J) n a,(($)‘), cl(J) n P,((Y), c1(J) n (aY,(($)J) u PJ(($“)) and cl(J) f7 
(aJ(($)J)UpJ(($)J)) is a I’egdar Open subset Of Cl(J). 
The above fact (in the case n = l), together with Lemma 2.4 and the property of 
T, of being a regular family of open subsets of B,, shows that S, = Si is a regular 
family. 
Let J E K,,, for some positive integer m. 
Let ME LJ and S, = (A4 n pu,+,( U): U E R,}. Since R,,,, is a regular family of 
open subsets of M n CJ = M n B,+, , it follows that SM is a regular family of open 
subsets of M n 2 (an argument is analogous to the one showing that S, is regular). 
Let SJ = {cl(J) n p,,,+,( U): U E TJ}. Since SM is a regular family of open subsets 
of M n 2, for each M E LJ, and the sets P,, QJ and { iJ: i E R} are pairwise disjoint, 
it follows that S, is a regular family of open subsets of cl(J) n 2. 
Suppose that it is already proved that, for some positive integer n, Sh is a regular 
family of open subsets of 2. We show that then Sk,, is a regular family as 
well. It suffices to prove that if k is a positive integer, U,, . . . , U, E SL,, and 
x~(cl(U,)-U,)n...n(cl(Uk)-Uk), then ~EC~(Z-(~~(U,)~~~~UC~(U~))). 
Observe that if U E SL,, , then cl( U) - U c B,,,. Hence, there are three cases to 
consider. 
Case 1: XEB,. For each i~{l,..., k}, let V, = p,,( U, n B,) and observe that 
U, n B, E T,, and V, E Si. Note that x E (cl( V,) - V,) n. . . n (cl( V,) - V,). Since Sk 
is regular, it follows that x E cl(Z - (cl( V,) u . . . u cl( V,))). The latter fact and 
Lemma 2.4 give a straightforward proof that x E cl(Z - (cl( U,) u. . . u cl( U,))). 
Case 2: XE B,,, - B,. Let J E K,, be such that x E J. For each i E (1,. . . , k}, let 
V=cl(J)nU;. Then V,,..., Vk~SJ and x~(cl(V,)-V,)n*.*n(cl(V,)-V,). 
Since S, is regular, it follows that x E cl(cl(J) - (cl( V,) u. . . u cl( V,))). Hence, 
xEC1(Z-(cl(U,)u~~ *ucl(U,))). 
Case 3: x E Bn+2- B,+, . Let J E K,,,, be such that x E J. Then x E {i’: i E R} and 
it easily follows that x E cl(Z - (cl( U,) u . . . u cl( U,))). The proof of Lemma 4.5 is 
complete. 0 
5. The main result 
A continuum Q is said to be a dendron if, for any x, y E Q with x # y, there exists 
z E Q such that x and y are in distinct components of Q -{z}. Equivalently, Q is 
a dendron if and only if it is a locally connected continuum which has no nondegener- 
ate cyclic element. Recall that if Q is a dendron, then it is a uniquely arcwise connected 
space, i.e., for any distinct x, y E Q there exists exactly one arc (= ordered continuum) 
in Q the endpoints of which are x and y. Dendrons were often called trees, compact 
tree-like spaces, compact dendritic spaces and (usually in the metric case) dendrites. 
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A continuum is said to be rim-finite if it has a basis of open sets with finite 
boundaries. It is well known that each dendron is a rim-finite continuum, and each 
rim-finite continuum is hereditarily locally connected, i.e., each of its subcontinua is 
locally connected (see e.g. [26]). Recall that each rim-finite continuum is a continuous 
image of an arc (this was proved in [22,29] and then improved in [26]). A more 
general result was shown in [18]. Namely, each hereditarily locally connected 
continuum is a continuous image of an arc. 
5.1. Lemma. If Z is a strong T-subset of a dendron, then Z admits a binary, regular 
and separating subbasis. 
Proof (see [16] for all the undefined notions and notation). Since Z is a compact 
subset of a dendron, by [ 16, Corollary 6.91, Z admits an acyclic partial ordering s 
such that (Z, G) satisfies the assumptions of [ 16, Theorem 4.31 and the order topology 
TI, on Z coincides with the original topology of Z. Let B denote a subbasis for 
closed sets in Z which was constructed in the proof of the implication (v) + (i) of 
[ 16, Theorem 4.31 and let S = {Z - V: VE B}. Then S is binary and regular. It is 
easy and straightforward to verify that S is separating. 0 
5.2. Remark. Let Z be a zero-dimensional space which is a continuous image of 
an ordered compacturn. By [17, Theorem 2.11, Z is a strong T-set in some dendron 
Q. For each N E K( Q -Z) let x,,, E N. Then Q - {xN} has exactly two components 
A, and BN. Let 
S={ZnA,: NEK(Q-Z)}u{ZnB,: NEK(Q-Z)}. 
It is easy to see that S is a binary and separating subbasis for Z. Since S consists 
of closed open subsets of Z, it is regular as well. Note also that S is both a subbasis 
for open sets in Z and a subbasis for closed sets in Z (in fact, S and the family 
{Z - V: VE S} are both separating). 
This remark gives a proof of [20, Corollary 21 without referring back to any results 
of [16]. 
5.3. Lemma. Let X be a locally connected continuum and H a closed subset of X. 
Then N = {cl(J): J E K(X -H) and bd(J) consists of a single point} is a null-family. 
Therefore H u u N is a closed subset of X. 
Proof. Let (Fn)aiA be a net in N. For each (Y, there is x, E H such that bd(F,) = {x,}. 
Since H is compact, we may assume without loss of generality that the net (x,),~~ 
converges to some x E H. Let y E X -{x} and let U be a connected neighbourhood 
of y in X with x & cl( U). There is an (Y,, E A such that (Y”S LY implies x, G cl( U). 
Observe that (Y~G (Y implies that F, n U = (b since F, - {x~} is connected and both 
open and closed in X -{x,}. Since y was arbitrary in X - {x}, lim F, = {x}. This 
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proves that N is a null-family. The last assertion of Lemma 5.3 is an easy corollary 
to the latter fact. 0 
5.4. Theorem. Each Hausdorfl space which is a continuous image of an ordered 
compactum is regular supercompact. 
Proof. Let Z be a continuous image of an ordered compacturn. By Lemma 3.1, 
there is a space X such that X is a continuous image of an arc, Zc X and Z is a 
strong T-set in X. Recall that X is a locally connected continuum. It can have many 
separating points. Let L = { Y = X: Y is a nondegenerate cyclic element of X}. For 
any distinct points x, y E X, we let C(x, y) denote the cyclic chain from x to y in 
X, i.e., C(x, y) = E,(x, y) u IJ {YE L: Y n E,(x, y) consists of exactly two points}. 
Let YE L. Then Z n Y is a strong T-set in Y. Moreover, Y is a nondegenerate 
space which has no separating point (of itself) and which is a continuous image of 
an arc. By Lemma 4.5, there exists a binary, regular and separating subbasis S, for 
Zn Y. Let xEZn Y. We let (~~(x)=Zni_l{G: GEK(X-{x}) and Gn Y=0}. 
If UcZn Y, we let 2y(U)=UulJ,,U my(x). Observe that Z is a disjoint 
union of Zn Y and all a,(x), XE Zn Y, i.e., Z =Ey(Z n Y). We let 
TY = {I,( U): U E S,}. 
Let M’ be the family of all nondegenerate connected subsets P of X such that, 
for each YE L, P n Y consists of at most one point. Observe that if P E M’, then 
cl(P) E M’. Moreover, if A is a nested subcollection of M’, then U AEM’, and if 
P, Q E M’ are such that P n Q f 0, then P u Q E MI. 
Let M = {P E M’: if P c Q and Q E M’, then P = Q}. By the properties of M’ 
listed above and the Kuratowski-Zorn Lemma, M consists of pairwise disjoint 
continua and, for each Q E M’, there is P E M such that Q c P. A straightforward 
argument shows that each P E M is a dendron. In fact, if x and y are distinct points 
of P, then E,(x, y) c P and Ex(x, y) = C(x, y) (because P is connected). Obviously, 
for each z E Ex (x, y) -{x, y}, x and y are in distinct components of P - {z}. 
Let P E M. Observe that Z n P is a strong T-set in P. By Lemma 5.1, Z n P has 
a binary, regular and separating subbasis SP. For each x E Z n P, we let up(x) = Z n 
U{GEK(X-{x}): GnP=0}. If UcZnP, we let ~p(U)=UuU,,U~p(x). 
Finally, we let Tp = {zp( U): U E S,}. 
Let T = U { TH: H E L u M}. We show that T is a binary, regular and separating 
subbasis for Z. 
We start by proving that T consists of open subsets of Z. Let U E T and H E L u M 
and VE S, be such that U = XH( V). If J E K(X - H), then bd(J) = {x} for some 
x E H n Z, because Z is a strong T-set in X. It follows that U and E‘H (H n Z - V) 
are disjoint and U u 2” (H n Z - V) = Z. By the last part of Lemma 5.3, ZIH (H n Z - 
V) is a closed subset of Z. Hence, U is an open set in Z. 
Now, we show that T is separating. Let x and y be distinct points of Z. If there 
is P E M such that x, y E P, then there is U E S, such that x E U and y & cl(U). 
Observe that x E 2,(U) and y P? cl(2’,( U)) = Xp( U) u cl( U) (the last equality holds 
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by Lemma 5.3). Suppose that there is no P E M such that x, y E P. It follows that 
there is YE L such that Y c C(x, y). Let x’= x if x E Y, and if x e Y, then let X’E Y 
be such that {x’} = bd(J), where J is a component of X - Y such that x E J. 
Analogously, let y’ = y if y E Y, and if y g Y, then let y’~ Y be such that {y’} = bd(J), 
where / is a component of X - Y such that y E J. Observe that, in any case, x’ f y’. 
Hence, there is U E S, such that X’E U and y’g cl( U). Then XE Ey( U) and yE 
cl(E,( U)) = x,,(U) u cl( U). We proved that T is separating. By Lemma 2.1, T is 
a subbasis for 2. 
Now, let % be an open cover of Z such that % c T. We show that Q contains a 
two-element subfamily which covers Z. We may assume that 021 is irreducible, i.e., 
no proper subfamily of %! covers Z. For each U E Ou, let Hu E Lu M and Vu E SH, 
be such that U = xH,, ( Vu). Let U E % and 011’= {U’E “II: Hua = H,}. Suppose that 
Zn H, Zu,,,,, Vu.. Let xE(Zn HU)-UU.c,Uz Vu. and let WE 021 be such that 
XE W. We have two subcases to consider. 
First, suppose that xg Hw. Then Hu n Hw = 0. Let ZE H, be such that x E 
(Tag c W, and let J E K(X -{z}) b e such that x E J. Since Hu is connected and 
zEH,, it follows that Hu c J. We let I E K(X - H,) be such that z E I. Then 
bd(l) = {y} for some YE Hu, and H,uU{KEK(X-Ho): I#K}cJ. In par- 
ticular, X = I u J. Recall that J n Z c (Tag c W. Moreover, if y E Vu, then I n 
Z c qH,/ (y) c U. Hence, if y E Vu, then Z = U u W. If y g Vu, then U c Z - uHL, (y) c 
Z - I c J n Z c W, and so 011 is not irreducible, a contradiction. 
Now, suppose that x E Hw. Since Hu, Hw E L u M, it follows that at least one of 
Hu and Hw belongs to L and Hu n Hw = {x}. Moreover, x E V,, Hu c {x}u 
I_{IEK(X-{x}): In H,=@} and if K EK(X- H,) is such that bd(K)#{x}, 
then K c I for some Z E K(X -{x}) such that Z n Hw = 0. Since x g Vu and crH,,, (x) c 
W, it follows that U c W. This contradicts the assumption that % is irreducible. 
Finally, let us consider the case when Zn Hu =UUst,,uc Vu.. Since U’n Hu = 
V” f E SH” for each U’ E 5Y’ and SHL, is binary, there are U,, U2~ 3’ such that 
Z n Hu = Vu, u Vu2. Observe that Z = EHL ( Hu n Z) = 21H, ( Vu,) u -EHU ( Vu,) = U, u 
U2. This completes the proof that T is binary. 
It remains to show that T is regular. Obviously, if W is an open subset of Z and 
F c Z, then bdz( W) = cl( W) - W and intz( F) = Z - cl(Z - F). Let n be a positive 
integer, U,,..., U,,ET and x~(cl(U,)-U,)n...n(cl(U,)-U,,). It suffices to 
provethatx~~1(Z-(c1(U,)u~~~ucl(U,))).Fori~{1,...,n},letH~~LuMand 
V, E S,, be such that U, = zH, ( x/i). We may assume that, for some integer m with 
1 s m s n, H, = H, provided i E (1, . . . , m}, and H, # H, if m < is n. Observe that, 
by Lemma 5.3, cl( Ui) - U, = cl( V/i) - V. c H, n Z for each i E (1, . . . , n}. If m < i s n, 
then (H, n Z) n Vi = 0, because H, n Z c uH, (x) u {x} and x E V, c U,. Since aH,(x) 
is an open subset of Z, it follows that if m < i c n, then cl( Ui) n H, = {x}. There- 
fore cl(H,nZ-(cl(V,)u* *.ucl(V,)))ccl(Z-(cl(U,)u...ucl(U,))). Since 
V,, . . ., V, E SH, and S,, is a regular family of subsets of H, n Z, it follows that 
x~cl(H,nZ-(cl(V,)u.. . ucl( V,))). This completes the proof of Theorem 
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5.5. Corollary. Each Hausdorflspace which is a continuous image of an arc is regular 
supercompact. 
5.6. Corollary. Each rim-jinite continuum is regular supercompact. 
Proof. It suffices to recall that each rim-finite continuum is a continuous image of 
an arc. •i 
We remark that Corollary 5.6 gives the positive answer to [28, Question 1.5.241. 
Moreover, in [ 191 an “extremally complicated” rim-finite continuum with no separat- 
ing point is constructed. That example shows that a direct proof of Corollary 5.6 
via T-approximation methods would be as complicated as a direct proof of Corollary 
5.5, and almost as complicated as the proof of Theorem 5.4 we gave above. 
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